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ΙMΡLΙCATΙYE DΙScoURsE MARKERS :
A coMPARATΙvE ΙNQUΙRY ΙNTo GREEK AλtD ENGLΙstΙ
ΑLEXΙS ΚALOΚERΙNOS & BRUCE FRASER
This paper proposes an analysis of discourse markers from the point of vieιv of argumentatiοn theοry, on the basis of the categοry of discourse modality. Within this frameιγork it
defines by the notion of justification an area of implicative discourse markers, and consisting of causals, inferentials, telics and resultatives. The application of the theory tο English
and Greek data shoιvs that causal and inferential markers form the two strong poles of this
dοmain, ιvhile there is a marked lack of resultative markers; it also explains the parametric variation of Greek and English. The wide scope οf this paper allows a tendency tοwards functional symmetry to become apparent; this affects the procedural semantics of
markers and thus determines the features of an interface between the linguistic and the
cognitive system, rvhich could be designated as discourse syntax.

1.

Ιntroduction

We γrill dιvell here neither on the nature of discourse markers (DMs) nor οn a
general discription of their field. Fοr discussion on these issues, see Fraser (1987,
1996, 1999), Κalokerinos (2004).
Ιn this paper we will focus on a subfield οf discourse markers, ιvhich will be de-

fined by a notion of communicatiγe action ιvhich all members of the category
subserve: justification From our pοint οf view Ιmplicative DMs (ΙDMs) articulate discourse Segments into justificatory communicative acts. Ιn what fοllows νve
ιvill attempt to put to the fore the procedural means by which ΙDMs steer discourse segments toιvards justification. Cross-linguistic (Greek - English) evidence
will be advanced for ΙDM classification. Bringing to light shared as well as divergent features in mechanisms of discourse constructiοn will help us to assess the
shape of the interaction betιveen discourse Strategies and language systems.
2. On the nature of

DM articulation

We take as a defining feature οf DMs their modaΙ character. DMs take into their
scope aspects of the indicated ar presented, not merely the said or represented
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meaning of the discourse segments (DSs) they cοnnect and integrate into upper
level discourse units1. The distinction ν/e trace is not coextensive ιvith the standard semantic - pragmatic distinction that is adopted by Sanders (1997, Sanders
et al. 1992): our modal level differs frοm Sanders' pragmatic level in that the fοrmer is not confined to a focus on illocutionary force but also encompasses propositional attitudes such as epistemicity. We believe that though epistemicity affects
illocutionary fοrce there is theoretical gain in keeping the twο distinct2, as related
aspects of discourse modaΙify. We also want to avoid mapping the Semantic
-pragmatic dichotomy onto the propositional content- illocutionary force distinction, since we take as ιvell established that on the one hand there is an (at least
partial) pragmatic determination of propositional content, and on the other hand
there is an (at least partial) semantic determination of illocutionary force (and,
more generally, of the presented aspects of meaning).
The need for modality-internal distinctiοn between propositiοnal attitude and
illοcutiοnary force is put into light by the non-equivalence in paraphrειses οf the
following pair of discourse units, both articulated by a causaΙ DM:
1. Buy your supplies nov/, because Ι care for you.
2. John Ιoves her, because he came back.
1a. Ι advise you to buy your supplies now and the reason Ι want yοu to is that Ι
care for yοu.
1b. Ι state that John lοves her and the reason Ι believe sο is that he came back.
Ζa. Ι advise you to buy your supplies now and the reason Ι do so is that Ι care
for you.
2b. #l State that John loves her and the reason Ι do so is that he came back.

The first set of paraphrases (1a, 1b), focusing on propοsitional attitudes is unproblematic. From the second set though, focusing on illocutionary forces, the
nοn epistemic sequence (2a) but not the epistemic one (2b) constitutes a possible
paraphrase of (1) and (2) respectively. Ιt appears that the causal DM provides
reasons for wanting and advising in (1); whereas in (2), it provides rea.sons for believing but nοt (adequate) reasons for stating3.
Furthermore, there is linguistic motivation for postulating a metamodaΙ do1. The distinction betιγeen "what is said" and "ιγhat is indicated" belongs tο Grice. The
homologous distinction betιγeen ιvhat is represented and ιvhat is presented is evoked by
Κalokerinos (1999), based οn Ducrot (1984) and Rdcanati (1981), who traces it back to
Gardiner (1932).

2m. Kalokerinos proposes the term intentionaΙ attitudes as a cover term for illocutionary forces and propositional attitudes. The
descriptive gain of this approach will appear in our cross-linguistic discussion later on.
3. For extensive discussion of the issue, see Kalorerinos 2ru.

2. For discussion of this pοint, see Kalokerinos
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main, where the justifying function of the ΙDM focuses on higher-order speech act
aspects of a discourse segment. Here are two examples focusing respectively on
the "saying what" and "saying how" aspects of communicative acts:
3. Go! Βecause you didn't hear it.
Go! Βecause we have to shout in this place.

4.

There alsο exist domain-interface cases, which will not be treated here (but see

Κalokerinos 2Ο04).

DMs so cοnstrued may affect the illocutionary meaning of at least one of the
DSs they connect. For this to happen, thοugh, DMs must link nοt simply sentences but at least "embryonic" utterances. This requirement has a syntactic side
to it: no complement sentences may enter the focus of DMs as such, because they
cannot be cοnceived as utterances. The Same iS true for the sentences tο ιvhich
complements are attached: they cannot be conceived of as utterances independently of their complements. Fοr the same reεΙsons, complex sentences ιγith loιver
level attachments are excuded from consideration. At the other extreme, syntactically self-contained sentences are in principle suitable to enter under the scope
of DMs as utterances, and are generally the obiect of coherence relations. The
middle grοund is occupied by complex sentences with highest-level dependencies.
These are cases of loose subordination ("hypotaxis"), which may be discoursively
modal.
ΙDMs articulate a justifying and a justified discourse segment. The first will be
named Source Segment (SS) and the secondTarget Segment (TS).
First Segment (DSl)

Discourse Marker

Target Segment (TS)

because

Source Segment (SS)

Sοurce Segrnent (SS)

so

Target Segment (ΓS)

Table

Second Segment (DS2)

1

DMs operate by modally inteφreting the DSs they connect and integrating

them into upper level discοurse units. This process v/e name integration by interpretation Ιt may be anaΙysed as a three step procedure, as follοws:

Step 1: DM initiates a process of integration of the tνro segments. This requires
an inteφretation of DSs.
Step 2: DSs are being inteφreted inside the process of integration. Ιnteφretation is steered by the aim of integration.
Step 3: Ιntegration is cοmpleted in light of the discourse modality οf the interpreted DSs.
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Ηere are two examples:
5. Ι am your commander. so, go out.
6. Are you going to clοse the ιvindow, because it's cold outside.

Step 1: So and because initiate an integrative process of justification. DSs will
be interpreted in the light of this process.
Step 2: Ιn (5) SS is an argument for TS; therefore it is an assertion. Given the
force and content οf SS and the DM, TS will be inteφreted as an order. Ιn (6)
given the impossibility to inteφret SS at a lower level (as a V-bar attachment,
see below), SS wiΙl be interpreted as a quasi-assertion. Given the status of SS
and the DM, TS will be interpreted as a request. Therefore SS is cοnfirmed as a
statement. TS is interpreted in the light οf DM and SS as an indirect speech act
of request (for 6) and a direct speech act of order (for 5).
Step 3: Ιn light of the output meaning and the meaning of DM the lvhole sequence(s) get their full meaning as acts of justification: a justified direct order
and a justified indirect request, respectively.

3. The class

of ΙDMs

Ιn our view, most theorists have wrongly taken the notiοn of cause €ιS a defining
feature fοr at least Sοme subcategοries οf ΙDMs.
For Sanders et al. "[o]ne of the more organizing [text] types is Causation" (ibid,
p. 95). Ιndeed, the authors opt for the pair of "ba^sic operations" causal vs. additive
as the first of their four "prototypes" in a taxonomy of coherence relations (ibid, p.
98-99, alsο Sanders et al. 1992: 6-7).ln a similar vein, Knott & Dale (1994) consider the pair causal vs. non-causal relations to be {ιmong the main features of their
taxοnοmy of DMs ("cue phrases"). They split the category in tvro: cause phrases are
intrοduced by cue phrases such as because, for, considering that, given that, on the
grounds that, while result phrases are introduced by cue phrases such as therefore,
consequentΙy, as a resuΙt, aS a consequence' so, so that, in order that, this way.
The catεgory of cαrsality is subsumed under a more general category of "implication" by van Dijk (1977), in his taxonomy of "naturaΙ language connectives", ν/here
this category is contrasted to the category of "conjunction". Ηe refers to a single category of "causality (cοnsequence)" DMs which includes becaιlse, So, for, therefore,
since, due to, given, thus, as a resuΙt, consequentΙy, the reason why, hence, whiΙe,
whiΙst, and as (but not in order ro, which appears as the οnly member of the category
of "finality'' - ibid, p. 15). Ιn Halliday (1985: 213-214) the "causaΙ _ conditional" appears as the most extended of the four categories of "markers of enhancement clauses" (the other three being the temporal, the spatial, and the one of manner). Lastly,
Lascarides and Asher (1991) pοstulate a result category for coherence relations.
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Nevertheless, cause is a non-modal notion. Ιt enters the modal domain aS reason, and is then integrated intο acts of justification. The latter notion will prove
to be the unifying notion οf the field of implicatives. Staπing from the notion of
cause, howeveη gives uS a vantage point for investigating the transitions frοm the
nοn-mοdal (pre-modal) to the modal domain of meaning. Ιn this way it helps to
single out the properties of DMs and clarify the conditions under ιvhich these expressions contribute to the coherence of discourse, operating thus above the sentential level. We may take as a Starting point the notions of cause and effect nοt
as labels fοr categories οf DMs but as binary features ιvhοse possible combinations exhaustively define the substructure of the field of connectives in their sententiaΙ (i.e. non-modaΙ or pre-modaΙ) function. By applying this cοnfiguration tο
the non modal leveΙ, one gets three possible combinations:
CΑUSE

EFFECT

cΑUsΑLS

YES

NO

TELΙcS

YES

YES

NO

YES

RESULΓAΓtvEs

TableZ

Here

ειre some elementary non-modal examples:

7. John came back because he loved her.
8. Ι leave early So aS to be on time.
9. tΙe was forced to work οvertime. As a resuΙt, he quit.

On this most basic level, CAUSAL DMs appear to introduce causes and not effects, and RESUΙjΓAΓΙVE DMs appear tο introduce effects and not causes. This is

exactly ιγhat one should expect. TELΙC DMs introduce DSs the propositional
content of which is in one sense a cause and in another an effect οf whatever TS
expresses. The causal part of the content is expressed by the nοn indicative mood
in SS, ιvhich carries an intention for the action prοpositionally expressed by TS.
What TS expresses appears tο be motivated by an intention to bring about the
propositional content of SS. Thus, the latter content is not an actual but merely a
ιvοuld-be result.
So much fοr tοp-down (cοnceptual) argumentatiοn. But there is also some bottom-up (lexical) evidence. Ιncidentally, this runs against the excΙusiοn by van Dijk
of the telics from the general category of "causality (consequence)" (see above).
The evidence comes from languages that, as Thompson and Longacre (1985: 185)

note, "use the same morphology for purpose and reasοn". Αccording to the authors
this happens in many Αfrican languages. Most of these have a "different marking to
signal the unrealized status of the puφose clause versus the unrealized status of the
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reειsοn clause" (ibid). Puφose usually is indicated by the subjunctive (e.g. in Ngizim), οr non fully inflected verb forms (e.g. in Κanuri _ see ibid, p.185-186) 4.
Much the same happens in Ιndoeurοpean languages such as Greek and, tο a
lesser extent, French and English, which use the Same mοrpheme (pour, ja and
foη respectively) ιγith distinct configurations of mοod and tense to express cause
and puφose (see Kalοkerinos 1999, }ru).
This extended cross-linguistic parallelism in discourse - grammatical phenomena Strongly suggests a common conceptual basiss. What is more, if TELΙC is a
cοmposite categorY, &S γre have argued, οne wοuld alsο expect some DMs tο
spread from the categοry of RESUIΤ to TELΙC. Ιndeed, this prediction is born
out, as attested by evidence of Greek and English, to be presented in section 4.26.
Again, that spreading is subject to similar modal constraints in the verb of DS2 to
those applying to causals7.

Ιn summary, the sentential/pre-modal domain of implicatives is divided
among CAUSALS which are marked fοr cause, RESULTATIVES, which are
marked for result, and TELΙC, ιvhich are marked for both8. This partition reflects
a conceptual landscape that is linguistically depicted with the concuffence of bοth
lexical (DM) and grammatical (verbal mοod) means.
Table 2 does not feature a most basic class of ΙDMs, namely inferentiaΙs. These
are pure DMs; they do not assume sentential (pre-modal) functions. Ιnferentials
intrοduce the result of a mental process as such, i.e. they epistemically qualify the
propositiοnal content of the TS and thus subserve the higher order speech act of
4.

Cf . Longacre (2ι996:72): "llianen Manobo teaches us that what have often been called
cause and puφose iιre sufficiently similar that they may rightly be grouped under causation. Ιt teaches us at the Same time that ... natural languages consistently distinguish efficient from final cause, even in a relatively similar surface structure encoding as in Ιlia-

nen Manobo".

5. We acknowΙedge the existence of functional motivation in discourse

- grammatica|
phenοmena, because we believe that these are among of the most prominent interfaces
between language and cognition. Ηoweveη }ve do not need to take a pοsition as to the
nature of sentence - grammatical phenomena, i.e. tο take a positiοn in the controversy
of "functionaΙsts" vS. "formalists" (for a recent constructive account, See Newmeyer
1998).

6. For convergent crosslinguistic evidence, see Palmer (1986: 180-182), ιvho concludes

"there is a goοd case for believing that puφose and result are in a variety οf languages
closely related, and even indistinguishable, cοncepts" (ibid, p. 182).
7. Though in English the indicative dοes not exclude purpose readings (see Palmer, ibid, p.
180).

8. Ιn this paper we are conserned only with "positive" relations betιveen the DSs that are
being connected. We do not take into account "negative" relations that give "contrastive" inteφretations (see Sanders at al. 1992:10-11, Sanders et al. |993:101-1Ο3,
also van Dijk 1977).
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concluding. Ιn this way, no "sheer" propositional content may be introduced by
an ΙDM. This can be shown with the aid of the fbllowing examples:
ι{

t

10.The metal is being heated. tAs a resuΙt / ?Therefore} it is expanding.
*As a resuΙt / Therefore| it is being heated.
1 1.The metal is expanding. {
12.The metal is being heated. {As a resuΙt / *Therefore} Ι have a perception of it

,{

(
!{

I

{

expanding.
13.The metal is being heated.

){
Ι.ι

{

*Αs a resuΙt/ *Therefore} Ι have a perceptiοn of it

getting heated.

η,

The distribution of acceptability of therefore Suggests that its fitness to (1ο)
and (11) is a matter οf intellectual processing, not of the fact described by TS being the result of the fact described by SS. Ιndeed, when this is "objectively" the
case, there is some difficulty in acceptiπg therefore (ex. 10), due to the need to
imagine a context in which the content of TS is not perceived but inferred. As
perception can never be a matter of inference, therefore is nοt acceptable in (12)
and (13)9. These niceties leave unaffected the resultative expression as a resuΙt,
which in every case indicates factual relations that either hold (exs. 1Ο, 12) or
don't (exs. 11, 13)10.
Ιf now we introduce the modality character into the aforementioned defining
features we get a rather different picture:

ΙDΙuΙ introduces a:

justifying DS (modal "cause")

justified DS (modaΙ "effect")

CAUSALS

Yes

No

ΙNFERENTΙΑLS

No

Yes

Type of ΙDMs

Table 3

rl
)r

:l

I

This is a minimum table. The question v/e will have to answer is whether telics
and resultatives may enter the picture (i.e. may function as DM-prοper). This
double question can be schematized as follows:

I

I

)t

J

9. Judgments and evidentials are cοnsidered as fοrming the tιvo main sub-systems of
epistemic moda|ity (Palmer 1986: 53). Many languages grammaticalize both. "ΓΓ]he
visuaΙs are the preferred
10.

evidentiall' (ibid, p. 68-69).

utteran ce presents its content as being in
the ιvorld. Nothing we say in this articΙe is abοut ontology. Some is about hο'w
ontolo8y is spοken. Fοr the notiοn of the linguistic (selD presenting as (se presenter
comme), see Ducrot 1984. The same argument should be extended to modal readings.
Cf. Tsohatzidis (1994:222): "[O]ne must present oneself as having those beliefs,
desires and intentiοns, ιvhether or not one actuaΙΙyhas them".

Α more accurate wording would υe that the
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the possibility of commenting on non-foregrounded aspects of what has just been
said. on the contrary, jati has access to that domain. The paπ of this domain that

appears inaccessible tο epiδi bears to the quasi-analytic justification of a saying
by rendering explicit a presuppοsed part of its content. Ιati appears to feel comfoπable in this role:

Ζ4.Μetaniosa pu ton skotosa_ Uati/??epiδi]l ton skotosa.
"Ι regret killing him - forkill him Ι did l cos Ι did kilι him".
25.Ιδa to fantasma tu Ρiryu _ Uati / ??epidi| ipar1un fantasmata.
"Ι saw the Pyrgos ghost _ forghosts do exist"l1.
Ηere jati but nοt epl'δl turns out to fullfil the function οf justifying a way of
saying whatever is said in TS by rendering explicit in SS presuppositions carried by a factive verb (24), or existential presuppositions of definite descriptions (25).
on the contrary, epiδi is almοst acceptable, along with jati, in justificatory
commentaries of a previous saying that are presented, in one v/ay or anotheη as
informative by themselves:

26.o filos mu _ jati / ?epiδi} mono ena filo eχo _ eryotan kaθimerina na me δi.
"My friend _ [cos/ for} Ι've only got one friend _ came to see me every day".
27.o Makis i Killer _ Uati/?epiδi} prokite ja to iδio prosopo _
{

perimene ta θimata tu [...].
"Makis or the killer - {cos/for} he is one and the same person
stalked his victims [...]".

-

1
:

t
I

Ι
Ι

i

ιt
a

ι
i
ι

Ιt thus appears that only jati can access and comment on the non-explicit aspects that constitute the quasi-analytic background of what is said. Ιnterestingly,
this metacommunicative function may be assumed in written English alsο by for
oη On a different (oral) registeη by cos. Here are some Darwinian examples with
for,that may sound "dated" to contemporary speakers:
28.Ιt excited the liveliest admiration that Ι, a perfect strangeη should knovr the
road (for direction and road are synonymous in this open country) to places
where Ι had never been.

29.Ιheard one of his mad buffoons (forhe keeps twο, like the barons of old) relate the fοllowing anecdοte.
30.Αt night Ι experienced an Δttack (for it deserves no less a name) of the
"Benchuca", o species of Reduvius, the great bug of the Pampas.
I

11.

Translations reveal an interlingual affinity betιryeen jati on the one hand and for and
cos on the other hand. Here cos and for appear as variants in register. The question of
this interΙingual affinity will be discussed in the next section.
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one which Ι caught at tquique (forthey are found in Chile and Peru) was very

empty.
32. [T]he numerous specimens shot either on Chatham or Charles Ιsland (for the
two sets were mingled together) all belonged to the twο οther speciesl2.
Ιt should be reminded that for as a preposition has
ja in its prepositional uses. Prominent among them
Nevertheless, English DM for doesn't spread towards
subjunctive, see below). "ta + subjunctive may also

similar functions as the MG
is the meaning of puφose.
telics, contrary to MG ja (+
assume epistemic readings

ιvithout commitment to the factuaΙity of the SS content and without order restrictions:

33.o Janis (θa) ine eδo, ja na ine tο aftokinito tu apekso.
"John {is/must be} here, since his car is outside'' l"ιf his car is there, then John

is outside".
34.la na ine to aftokinito tu apekso _opοs anaferun anepiveveotes plirοfories- o
jerusiastis θa ine eδo.
"For his car to be outside, as claimed by unconfirmed reports, the senator
must be there".

The situation for the MG equivalents of because can be summarized as follοws: in the premodal domain jati and epiδi are interchangeable (given restrictions of position for jati, which can never have SS pΙaced in first position). Ιn
the modal domain though, it appears that jati and epiδi are complementaries.

Ιn "epistemic" readings, where no other order than TS-first is acceptable,
epiδi requires at least some grammatical clues for the epistemic meaning of
DS1. Ιn the rest of the modal cases, the epiδi-introduced segment (SS) exhibits
a strong preference for first position, vrhereas similar jati-introduced segments
appear always secοnd, in compliance with a general requirement οf that DM.
This complementarity gives rise to different functional perpectives, and reflects different strategies οf argumentation. DM-SS initial (epiδΙ) constructions give rise to "entrenched" and formal argumentations that may be felt as
more objective than exposed and informaΙ argumentations expressed by DMSS final (jat[) constructions. Αs a matter of fact, the former aim tοwards or
better pretend to be objective. Judging from the filling of speakers, this aim is
achieved.

A whoΙe area of
"saying
(quasi-analytic
on
how") is occucommentaries
metacommunicative uses
pied solely by iati. The situation is summarized in the Table 6.
FinaΙly, in metamodal uses epiδi appears rather restricted.

12.

Examples are taken from the electronic edition, published 1997 by the Project
G u t e nb e rg Offi ci al W eb S i te (htt p ://prom o. netlpg/).
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NoN-MoDΑι

META-MoDΑL

EPΙSTEMΙc

ΝON-EP ΙST.

"Saying that"

"Saying ho\γ"

epiδi

{TS, eSS}

<TS*, eSS>

<eSS, TS>

(<eSS, TS>)

jati

<TS, jSS>

<TS, jSS>

<TS, jSS>

<TS, jSS>

<TS, iSS>

<TS, bSS>

{bss, TS}

[TS, bSS]

(<ΓS, bSS>)

<TS, fSS>

<TS, fSS>

<TS, fSS>

<TS, fSS>

{TS, jSS}

ja+subj

because

{TS, bSS}

for
*

MODAL

Explicitly epistemic.
Table 6

Beyond complementarity inside the Greek modal domain there is another
cross-categorial and cross-Ιinguistic complementarity to be noticed, one that concerns the epistemic domain. As a matter of fact, this is the work of inferential
DMs, to which ιγe ιvill turn in next chapter. Ιnferentials are basically epistemic.
They present the content of the discοurse Segment they introduce as the object of
a beΙief produced within the same discοurse. Since they are paratactic, they present a strict word order. SchematicaΙly: <p, infDM- Bq>. Within the same perspective, the epistemic use of becaιlse, jati and epiδi in (2), (14) and (16-18) respectively may be schematized as < Bp, causDM-q>l3. Ιt is also a noticeabΙe fact that
pre-position of DM-SS seems impossible in the epistemic use of because, as well
as the use of epiδi:

35.John came back, so he loved her.
36. *So he loved heη John came back.
7'. Because he Ιoved heη John came back.
2'. #Βecause he came back, John loved her.
The symmetry οf the two forms may be considered as uncovering the motivation for causals to enter the domain of epistemicity. The field exhibits complementarity in the formal means to linguisticaΙly retrace mental effect.
Apart fοr English for and because and ΜG jati and epiδi, there is a third DM
usually described as causal, namely since and afu, respectively, which have also a
temporal meaning. Afu and since, as ιγell as French puisque exhibit a prοpensity
for epistemic inteφretations (ex. 37, below). They seem οdd in the classic example of direct nοn-modal (sentential) etiοlogy (Sweetser 1990: 77, Κitis 1996:43o

13.

For detail argumentation for this meaning form, ιvhich is different from Sweetser's
(1990) reading as far as the cοntent of TS is cοncerned, see Kalοkerinos 2Φ0.
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_ see eX. 38). Ιf the Same sequencing is epistemically modalized (exs. 39, 4o),
things get better. Put in dialogue (ex. 41), everything is fine. Ιndeed, afu, more
than since, shows also a propensity for dialogue:

37G. O Janis tin aγapuse, afιljirise.

37E.
38G.
38E.
39G.
39E.
40G.
40Β.

John loved heη stnce he came back.
?o Janis jirise afιtin aγapuse.
?John came back since he Ιοved her.
o Janis θa jirise afutin aγapuse.
John must have cοme back sincehe loved her.
o Janis θa jirisi afutiπ aγapa.
John will come back since he loves her.
41tG. A: O Janis jirise.
B: E, vevea, afutin aγapuse.
41Ε. A: Jοhn came back.
B: Of course he did, since he loved her.

The prοpensity fοr dialogic environments and epistemic inteφretation must be
taken into account when defining the prοcedural meaning of slnce and afu as discourse markers. According to Ηeinδmδki (l975)"'both the speaker and the hearer assume the proposition iπ a since-clause to be true". Wickboldt (1997: 134) on
the other hand, claims that "[t]he necessary and sufficient cοndition for a causal
meaning [οf since] is that the content of the clauses [i.e. TS, SS] allows inferring a
causal relation, with the since-proposition as the reason". Of course this cannot
be the ιγhole thing, since as Wickboldt notes, since introduces a "Secondary assertion''. Αs a matter of fact, since-clauses pass Rutherford's (1970) tests for non-restrictive clauses. Κalokerinos (2Φ1) contends that"a function of backgrounding,
tοgether with a function of free epistemic anchoring, is at the kernel of the proce_
dural meaning of afu, since, and [frenchf puisque",
obviοusΙy since and afu stem from a temporal origin, They still are ambiguοus
betιγeen a tempοral nοn_mοdal meaning (V-bar attachment) and a causal ("justificatοry") mοdal meaning (Ι-bar attachment, see Wickbοldt 1997, chapter 3, also
abοve, $ection 2). Αccordlng to Kalokerinos (ibtd) the latter m€aning is generated
by the fοrmer γia a grammat1calization proces$ whlch turns representatiοns of
past events into presentations οf assumed events, Events that are presented as as_
sumed (i.e. as the object οf a belief) form a backgrοund. The default eplstemlc an_
choring for a background is the "mbtual cognltive enγlronment" (see Sμrber &
Wilson 1986, chapter 1) οf the participants in communicatiοn. Therefore, it basi_
cally lies beyond the sole speaker.
This tendency of since and afu should materialize in constraints on mοnοlogical uses of these markers and lead to a propensity for dialogue. Αs a matter of
fact, this is rvhat the folloιving examples illustrate:
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42G. EΙa, { epiδi/?afu} to θeΙo.
4ΖΕ'. Come, |because/?since| Ι want you to.
43G. Ela, {afu/?epiδi} to θelis.
438,. Come, lsince/?becausel you want to.
44G. Α: Ela.

B1: Θa ertho, {afu/??epiδi} to θelis.
Β2: Θaerthο, |epiδi /??afu} to θelo.
44Ε'. A: Come.
B1: Ι'll come, {since/??because| you want me to.
82: Ι'll come, {because/??since| Ι want to.
Nevertheless, the epistemic anchoring of srnce and afu may remain unspecified.

This may happen to afu in DM-SS second position only, contrary to since γvhich
does not require specification of the epistemic anchoring in either positiοn, and
may even prefer pre-position (see Wickboldt, chapter 4). Ιn the later positiοn,
since may even not exit the modality domain and convey only a propositional
content in which human agency (that is, intentiοnality) is involved. For the fοllowing Sentences, tvhich are equivalent in prοpοsitional meaning, to be uttered,
only the Greek one requires that the epistemic anchoring constraint stated above
be obeyed:

45E. Since the diners fell ill, the restaurant's licence was suspended. (Wickboldt ibid, p. 66)

45G. Afuipelates arostisan, Ι aδia tu estiatoriu anakliθike.
Contrary to (45E), example (45G) presupposes that the content of SS is not assumed exclusively by the speaker (and it might not be assumend by the speaker at
all). The Greek utterance may receive a (45)-like reading only if the order of constituents is reversed:

45'G. Ι aδia tu estiatoriu anakliθike, afuipelates arostisanl4.

This is an "etiοlated'' modaΙ use, ιvhere the epistemic anchoring, by remaining
unspecified, is fading out. This use has recently become pervasive in journalistic
writing and speech. The reεNon for this must be the particular functional perspective that afu endoιvs speech: backgrounded reasons are presented as undisputed
information which is out of focud and rather prοvides a frame for focal infοrmation (see also note 15, below).
There is also another bοrderline case which involves "reported intentionality'',
operating a transfer from the modal to the non-mοdal domain. Examples (46GlE)
14.

Fοr fuπher discussion of distributiοnal properties of afu, see Kalokerinοs

2ωl.
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below illustrate the case. NeveπheΙess, core reasons introducing uses Such as
(47Ε) with slhce, are impossible with afu, in either order configuration (although
again, (47Gb) may marginally receive a reading of reported intentionality):
46G. Ιrθe, afuΘaton plironan.
468. Since they would pay him, he came.
47Ε'. Since John loves Mary, he gave her flowers (Wickboldt, ibid, p. 55).
47Ga. #Afu ο Janis a.γapa ti Meri, tis 1arise luluδia.
47Gb. #o Janis 1arise luluδia sti Meri, afutin aγapa.

Ιn any case, both since and afu assume a backgrounding function, which prevents the segment they introduce from entering the focus of what is communicated. This is an important option fοr discourse organization, since both epiδi and
because may introduce either focus or topic infοrmation, and both jati and for are
restricted to non-topic introductionls. Therefore the use of since and afu is also a
staightfonvard way of conveying nοn-focaΙ information.
The prοcedural features of the since and afu render them apprοpriate for retrieving and bringing to the fore parts οf the nοn explicit meaning of the previous
speaker utterance. These implicit meanings range frοm presuppositions tο conversational implicatures and to figures οf speech. Ιn doing this in MG, afu appears
to be the dialogicaΙ equivalent of jati (see above). The following examples in English illustrate the point:
48.A: Ι regret killing him.
Β: Since/afu yοu killed him, there is no salvation.
49.A: Where dοes Harry live?
B: Somewhere in France.
A: Since/afu you don't know where he lives, how are we going tο find him?
50.A: She has an irοn will.
Β: Since/afu she is so persistent, she'll succeed.

15.

For is restricted in peripheral commentary functions; it can assume neither topic or
focus positions. See the distribution of acceptability in the following examples:
aG. Jirise, {epidi, jati, afu} tin agapuse.
aE. Ηe came back, {because, for, since} he Ιoved her.
bG. Jirise, akriγοs {epidifati l*afui tin agapuse.
bE. He came back, precisely {because/*for/*since} he loved her.
cG. {Epidi, *Jati, #?Αfu } tin agapuse, jirise.
cE. (Because/*For/Since } he lοved heη he came back.
dG. Αkrivos {epidi, *jati, *afu} tin agapuse jirise.
dE. Ρrecisely {because/*for/*sinceI he loved heη he came back.
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The same Semantic features render Since and afu prompt fοr the speech acts
of concession and prοvocation. This depends on the respective endorsement or
non-endorsement by the speaker of whatever she attributes (and projects) to
the other side of the communicative exchange. Ιn this W&y, the marker helps in
elucidating the modality of speech, within the familiar DM process, ιvhich we
named "interpretation by integration". The following examples illustrate the
point:
51.Α:
Β:
5Ζ.A:
Β:

Throw it away.
Since/afu yοu want me to...
Ι have an award in mathematics.
Since/afu you are so good (as you say), what is the root of 4594?

But only Greek afu can react to silent events:
[Ιn a car accident, one driver to the otheη at the beginning οf the verbal encounter:l
53G. Αfu i1a to flas anameno, kopane!
53E. *Since Ι had the turn signal οn, jurk!

Moreover afu but not since can be conveyed in dialogue in order to undermine
the first speaker's speech, by denying some implicit information upon rvhich her
argumentation is based. Sοmeιvhat surprisingly, this possibility is realizedby afu,
which appears in interjective utterances vrithout TS, exposing a background that
contradicts the one on which the former speaker's speech appears to have been
based. How is it possible to deal ιγith a sheer background (that is a background
without foreground)? Kalokerinos Qω4) argues that, due to the interjective character of the utterance, this contradicting background is nοt posited but exposed,
so that its character as a background is being respected. Ιn this ro|e afu may be
headed by ma, which is a dialogic οppοsitive marker in Greek. Ιn the circumstances, English simply uses buf.
54G. A: O Lakis epapse na kapnizi meta apo 251ronia.
B: [Ma] afu δen kapnize potd!
54Β. Α: Lakis gave up smoking after 25 years.
B: But he never did smoke!
55G. Α: Ιδa to fantasma.
Β: Afu δen iparyun fantasmata!

55E. A: Ι saw the ghοst.
B: But ghost do not exist!
on this evidence Κalokerinos (2001 ,2Μ) concludes that (strictly speaking)
afu is not a causal DM. Contrary to since it has not undergοne grammatica\iza-
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tion so aS to incorporate a basic causal relation to its core-meaning. Αlthough this
marker is preferentially invested with a causal meaning, this comes from a pragmatic processing that is still external to its meaning. On the other hand, when invested with causal meaning, since may enter the non-modal domain of reasons.
The following table illustrate a template of functions for stnce, which emerge
οverall as less modal than thos e of afu16 (Table 7).
Non-modal Non-modal
+ agency
- atency

Modal
Epistemic

ModaΙ
Non-epistemb

MetamodaΙ

Metamodal

Linguistic

SituationaΙ

tYEsl
YES

NO

Since

NO

YES

YES

YES

Αfu

NO

0imited)

YES

YES

YES

Table 7

our discussion of other causal DMs ιvill be cursory and only selective.
English given that and Greek δeδomenu oti are excΙusively modal:

56E. He loves her, given thathe came back.
56G. Tin aγapa δeδomenu oti jirise.
'
57Β'. #He came back, given thathe loves her.
57G. #Jirise, δeδomenu oti tin aγapa.
58E. ??Buy your supplies now' given thatΙ care for you.

58G. ??Δeδomenu oti se niazome, kane tis promiθies su tora.

Ιn order to be accepted, examples (57) require a context providing an epistemic relation between the segments. Such relation is provided by the default context of (56). Though both given that and δeδomenu oti are grammaticalized as
DMs, their οrigin of formation is fairly transparent and seems to govern their
functiοn and limit them to the epistemic domain.
English as and Greek kaθos which are temporal and signal that the event denoted in TS is situated ιγithin the temporal interval of the event of SS, seem
bοund to their temporal origin and unable to go beyond the post hoc ergo
propter hοc, which gave rise to them. They dο not enter the modal domain,
and therefοre are not DMs. Nevertheless, they introduce backgrounded (i.e.
non-focal information only) in a parallel way, just as since and afu do. As a
matter of fact, there is a tendency for afu, in the "etiolated" modal uses, to
compete with kaθos in its oιvn domain. Κaθos will probably lose the fight,
since as a causal it appears archaic to many MG speakers today. Nevertheless
16.

Greek locution mia ke, which introduces a "circumstantiaΙ reason", has a similar
distributiοn.
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it is still the only to assume a non-modal exclusively backgrounding function in
first position:
59Ga. Κathos tin agapuse, jirise.
59Ea. Αs he lοved heη he cειme back.
59Gb. (?)Jirise, kathos tin agapuse.
59Eb. He came back, as he loved her.
6ΟG. #Tin agapuse, kathosjirise.
60E. #He lοved heη as he cειme back.

61G. *Pijene, kathos ime o diikitis su.
61E'. *Go, as Ι'm your commander.

The situation for Greek and English causal DMs is summarized in the following
concentrating table 8.
Νon-modaΙ
- aSency

Non-modaΙ
+

atency

Modal

ModaΙnon-

epistemic

epistemic

Metamodal

MetamodaΙ

"saying that" "sayinghow'

because

YES

YES

YES

YES

ΥEs

(YES)

epiδi

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

jati

YES

YES

YES

ΥEs

YES

YES

smce

NO

YES

ΥEs

YES

YES

ΥES

afu

NO

(limited)

ΥEs

YES

YES

YES

given that

NO

NO

YES

(YES)

Νo

NO

NO

NO

YES

(YES)

NO

NO

ιιs

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

kaθos

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

δeδomenu

oti

.

Table 8

We are now in a positiοn to cοmplete the Greek part of table 6 ιvith afu and
kathos (Γable 9a).
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MΕTA-MoDAL

NON-EΡ ΙST. "Saying that"

"Saying how"

epiδi

{TS, eSS}

<TS, eSS>

<eSS, TS>

(<eSS, TS>)

jati

<TS, jSS>

<TS, jSS>

<TS, jSS>

<TS, jSS>

<TS, jSS>

{TS, aSS}

{TS, aSS)

(<ΓS, aSS>)

{TS, jSS}

ja + subj
afu

kaθos

[<TS, aSS>]

{TS, aSS}

{TS, kSS}

Table 9a
4.2. Telics

Αs we said abοve, telics positively combine the defining features of the category
of implicatives: + CΑUSE, + RESUIΤ. SS caΙTies the motivation for an action
presented in TS, whose result will be the accomplishment of the propοsition eΧpressed in SS. one would expect this intricate meaning relatiοnship between two
DSs to be reflected in a tight syntactic link. As a matter of fact, telic relations

may be expressed with strong subordination ("embeddment") resulting in "desententialization" (see Lehmann 1988: 193ff.) of the subordinate clause and may not
need a specific marker to introduce them. Such desententialized puφose clauses
suffer also restrictions in moodl7 linfinitive for English, subjunctive for Greek):
628. He came (in order) /o see.
62G. Ιrθe σa) na di18.

Since these puφose clauses have a reduced Sentential status they could nοt
possibty have an independent illocutionary fοrce. Therefore they cannot pοssibly
reclaim a status of utterance. Αs a consequence, they cannot be members οf discourse marker relations.
Ιt is to be expected frοm the semantically compοsite nature of purpose clauses
that both cause and result particles will enter the field if cοmbined with non factu"ΓΓ]he absence of the grammaticaΙ marking in non_finite clauses is possible with little
loss of relevant information, because the relevant informatiοn is mostly indicated in
the main clause" (Ρalmer 1986: 156). Ρalmer (ibid, p. 162) reports that according tο
Glγon (19s0) "the degree of reduction lof verbs] is related to the degree to ιryhich the
even[ described in the subordinate clause is "bound" to the agent or experiencer in
terms of his lnfluence over lt",
18. Greek nais averbal prefix οf subjunctive mood (see Veloudis & Philippaki-Warburton
n |9Ψ2).
1 983, PhiΙippaki-Warburto
17.
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al moods. of the causaι domain prepositions for and ja, in English and Greek may
serve that functionle:

63E. You must win the all stars game, foreνeryone to call you a hero.
63'Ε. For eνeryone to calΙ you a hero, you must ιvin the all stars game.
63G. Prepi na kerδisis ston teliko, jana se lene oli irοa.
63'G. Jana se lene oli iroa, prepi na kerδisis ston teliko.

Note that for alsο has a causal DM function; as for ja, it is the prepositional basis for the basic Greek causal DΜ jati, fοrmed in compοsition with an indicative
complementizer (for further discussion on these issues, see Κalokerinos 2Οf4).

The other possibility, i.e. from the side of result markers is exemplified by
Greek oste (+ subjunctive) and English so as (+ infinitive).
64Ε. He sits in the first row, So aS to be filmed by [television] camerειs.
64G. Κaθete stin proti θesi osre na ton pernun Ι kameres.

Ιn having recourse to subjunctive2o, Greek puφose expression allolvs for a
Syntactic connectiοn between main and subordinate clause less tight than English,
which has recourse to infinitival constructions2l. As a matter of fact, puφoses
clauses introduced by ja may target both the illocutionary or the higher level
speech act status of the main (ΓS) clause. They therefοre εΙssume both mοdal and
metamodal functions.
65G. Ιana mi nomizis oti δe se niazome: kane tis prοmiθies su tora!
65'G. Kane tis promiθies su tora! Ιanami nomizis oti δe se niazome.
65E. *Ιn order that you don't think Ι don't care for you: buy your supplies
nοw.

66G. Ιana kseris ti γinete, o Janis δen tin aγapa pia.
66' G. o Janis δen tin aγapa pia. Ιana kseris ti γinete.

67Ε. ??John dοesn't love her anymore, so that you be aware οf the facts.
68G. tana mi to kselaso: tilefonise o Janis.
68E. *So that Ι don't forget it: John has called.
The above three groups of examples are instances of modal, "hybrid" (interface) modal - metamodal, and metamodal DM functions respectively.
19. See also section 3 abοve

20.

for reported evidence from other languages.

MG lacks infinitive. For a historical account of the loss of infinitive in Greek,
Ηοrrοcks (|997).

21.

see

Nevertheless, EngΙish can indirectly express purpose with inflected clauses
introduced so follorved by complementizer (that) and future tensed verb:
Do it, so that everyone will call you a hero.
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Ιt therefore appears that in Greek, contrary to EngΙish, purpose has a direct

DM expression. As a matter of fact, the same moφhemΘ, jo, combines with

a

marker of indicative tο introduce cause and with a marker of subjunctive to introduce puφose. Combination ιvith the indicative marker ofi is grammaticalized
into a connective (jati) that assumes DM functions. Ιa (+ subjunctive) alsο exhibits across-the-board DM behavior. Ιnterestingly, the only sΙot that cannot be
occupied by a telic function22, finds a causal (but nοn-factual) vocation. This we
have reviewed in the previous section (see exs. 33, 34, and related discussion).
The two-f old jacomplementarity is schematizedin Table 9b.

NoN_MoDΑL
ja (+na:
subjunctive)

jati (+
indicative)

TELΙc
..CAUSAL"

MODAL
EPΙsTEMΙC

"cAUSΑL"
t-

nAcTwEl

"cΑUsAL',
IACTwE]

[+

NONEPΙsTEMΙc.

META-MODAL

TELΙc

TELΙc

'cΑUsΑL"

..CAUSAL"

Table 9b

4.3. Ιnferentials

The case with inferentials (ΙDMs) Seems relatively clear. ΙDMs intrοduce TS as a
conclusion oη more broadly, as a speech act justified by the content of SS. SS
provides the premises or paπ of them. Ιn the latter case the rest of the premises
are to be retrieved in the context23.
The inputs to natural inferences are bearers of truth values, i.e. propositions
linguistically expressed by assertions. Nevertheless, a conclusion in natural language may take the form of a non-assertive utterance. Beyοnd epistemic utterances, deontically modalized ones are the possible outcome of a linguistic inferential prοcess2a:
69. Ηe is an Englishman; he is, therefore' brave. (Grice 1989:25)
ΖZ.This is so on conceptual reiιsons: "the contents of puφose as a goal to achieve, and of
belief as an achieved mental basis for inference, are conceptually incompatible.
Therefore, we should not expect ja na, as a marker of purpose, to carry epistemic
meaning'' (Kalοkerinos 2004).
23. "Ιmplicated premises", see Sperber & Wilsοn 1986, ch.2.

24.Ιn case of a deοntic DS2, the context usually provides as (implicated) premises the
preparatory conditions of the speech act that is being performed in that discourse
segment.
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70E. The weather is clοudy. |So/Therefore/Hence/Thus| it will rain.
70G. o keros ine sinefiasmenos. |Ara/Εpomenos/Sinepos| θa vreksi.
71Ε'. You have many debts. {So/Therefore/Hence/Thus|, sell your car.
71G. E1is pola γrei. |Ara/E'pomenos/Sinepos}, pula to aftokinito su.

Despite the apparent simplicity οf the case, there is the ριzz|ing problem of
delimiting the semantic import of ΙDMs in cases where the cοntent of an assertive
TS seems nοt to be the product of an inferential process but to be independently
stated as a fact. The above possibility of interpretation is exemplified in the following utterances2s:
72Ε'. Yesterday it was very hot, thereforewe went to the beach.
72G. Xθes ixe poΙi Zesti. Piγame epomenos stin paralia.
73Β'. We were unable to get funding and therefore had to abandon the project.

73G. Δen bοresame na vroume 1rimatoδοtisi ke epomenos anangastikame na
engatalipsume to sxeδio.
74Ε'. He is retiring in March and thus not able to take on the project.
74G. Sintaksioδotite to Martio ke sinepos δen bori na analavi to eryo.
We think that the solution to the puzzle is to be found in Blakemore's (1988:
192-193) comparison of the foΙlowing utterances (examples renumbered):

75.Tοm ate the condemned meat andhe fell ill thirteen and a half hοurs later.
76.Tom ate the condemned meat and so he fell ill thiπeen and a half hours later.

As Blakemore (ibid) remarks (76) "would... be acceptabΙe to a hearer whο believed that anyone who ate the cοndemned meat would fall ill thiπeen and a half
hours later. Ιn contrast, the causal interpretation of [75] is not dependent on such
an assumption"26.

As a matter of fact, it is significant that examples (72-74) are conjoined sentences (explicitly,by and, or tacitly, with comma or "comma intοnation"). What is
more, the position of the ΙDM in Greek is revealing: though in "pure'' inferential
readings, the Greek ΙDMs Οccupy an external (eftmοst) position, heading the TS, in
the utterances in question it is embedded in the TS, as a parenthetical commentiΙry.
25. Εx. (70) is taken from van Dijk (1977: 41). The rest is taken from the Cambridge Dictionary of English. Examples have.also been translated intο Greek. Ιnterestingly lexicog-

raphers' intuitions diverge on the meaning af therefore. According to the CDE: it means
the same as "as a result, because οf that; for that reason". According tο Collins Cobuild
English Dictionary, "[y]ou use therefore to introduce a logical result or conclusion".
26.Ιn osιvald Ducrot's teΠns the speaker should be able to convey a topos relating consumpiοn of bad food and a very particular illness (for the notion of topoi, a tοol of argumentation theory, see Ducrot 1988).
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Ιn summary, the difference between the two possible readings of TS is as follows: Ιn the purely inferential reading, the content of TS is deduced from (i.e. assumed solely on the basis οf) SS (plus contextual imput to the inference). Ιn the
"impure" reading, the cοntent of TS is factually assumed and there is an inferential dependence of the content of TS on the content of SS. This dependence is felt
more ειs a nomic dependence, because the inference as a process Seems not to
take place in these utterances.
Ιn both cases a major (hidden) premise mediates between the content of SS and
the cοntent of TS. The factuality of the TS content is not controlled by the ΙDM.
The marker is there to establish premises and a conclusion. The factuality of TS is
brought in by the conjunction (anΦ, given that SS l's in any case factual (if grammatical requirements internal to SS are fulfilled). Whenever the conjunction is absent, the factuality of TS content is not warranted: either there is a double reading
or a purely inferential one. This depends on contextual knowledge. The rest is
simply a question of semantic compositionality. Ιn Greek the position occupied
by the tDM may favour one reading over the other. There is aΙso an ΙDM in that
language (ara) which precludes the presence of brute facts (ex.7Ζ, as οpposed to
the modally loaded examples 73,74) even in "impure" readings (i.e. arais not acceptable in 72G). Ιncidentally, Blakemore's argument shows that so belongs to
the category of inferentials.
Ιnference is a pervasive feature of discourse. Ιt is impoπant to mark a discourse Segment aS a consequence, not οnly in one's speech but also in dialogue:
negοtiation of conclusiοns is one of the mοst impοrtant tasks of verbal communication. Ιt is thus expected that ΙDMs ιγill have a prominent positiοn in turn taking. Dialogue gives the opportunity to hearers to reason and infeη after having
taken the flooη on the basis of the fοrmer speaker's speech, even without endorsing her claims. Not suφrisingly, this cοnditional-like reasoning is marked, in both
English and Greek, with a moφheme that (οptionally) paπicipates in οrdinary
conditionals: then (Greek, tote).

A: We decided to move to LA.
B: {So/Then} you'll be selling your house.
78.A: The ηatch will be very difficult.
77.

B: ISo/Then] train hard.

Ιnterestingly, Greek has yet another ΙDM (oste + indicative) specialized in dialοgue, ιvhich marks the bringing tο the forth by speaker B of premisses of speaker
A's speech27. Ιn the following dialogue the choice of ΙDM produces a difference
in inteφretation:
27 .

Μore accurately, this devise allοws Β to presenf ιvhatever he says as a premise of Α's
previous assumptions.
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79G. A: Vjeno me kapion alo.
Β: {Tote/osfe} ola teliosan metaksi mas.
79E'. Α: Ι'm seeing someone else now.

Β: {Then/So} it's all over betιγeen us.
Speaker B cannot introduce his utterance with oste if he thereby wants to announce to B that, as a consequence of what he just has heard, "everything is
over". Here osfe may only serve to ascertain "everything is over" as a fait accompΙi νrhich the speaker noγr comes to acknowledge. our description predicts
that tote but not osfe headed TS may have a performative value. The prediction is
born out as the distribution if acceptability in the folloιving example attests:

80G. A: Ι eteria apofasise na se metaθesi.
Β: |Tote/*oste| paretume.
8OE. A: The company has decided to remove you.

Β: |Then/So}

Ι quit.

Oste on the other hand is also a means for bringing presuppοsitions of the former speaker's speech to the fore in dialogue:

o

Janis epapse na δerni ti jineka tu.
Β: |oste / *Tote| tin eδerne!
81E. Α: John stopped beating his wife.
Β: {So/ *Then| he was beating her!

81G. A:

Ιn a wοrd, with oste (+ indicative) the turn taking (B) speaker presents himself
as infering a content frοm what the former speaker said, which he finds (that is,
presents himself as having found) in the background (either presuppοsitional or
inferential) of the former speaker's speech. Ιn this way osre is a backward looking
inferential, whereas the other Greek dialogicaι ΙDM, tote (then), is forward looking: it presents the result of B's inferential prοcessing of A's speech, as informative also for Α28.

The above discussion may help tο outΙine the situation from a contrastive
point of vievr. Markers in different languages extend in different v/ays over the
Same functiοns in discourse. From this perspective, the most interesting are the
more wide ranging. Ιn what follows we ιvill overvieιv the discourse functions of
so, which seem to assume all non properly causal functions (i.e. tο introduce result, inference, and purpose), and try to map the Greek implicatives that match
28. Backward looking inferences are factive; hence they convey a commitment οf the
speaker to their truth. Fοrward lοoking inferences are unmarked as tο these features.
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the same functions. Αt first sight, there are tv/ο wide ranging Greek particles: e/sl
and Ιipon.
Let us first note that so has a deictic origin and still serves synchronically (nοt

DM, of course) an ostensive function2g. Ιt is nοt alone in this: both English
thus and Greek efsi have the same active origins. Α reasonable speculation wοuld
be that, in a process of grammaticalization, English so and Greek efsi have acquired an anaphoric function, then a discourse marker function. (82), below, exemplifies deixis, (83) exemplifies anaphοra. (84) contain inferential DMs:
aS a

82ΕlG. Dο it so! / Kanto e/si!
83E. Ι think that Celtics will win. Αll my friends say so. (Fraser 1999b:399)
83G. Pistevo oti θa kerδisun i Seltiks. Efsi lene oli i fili mu.
84E. The water didn't boil. So we can't have tea. (Fraser 1999b: 407)
84G. To nero δen evrase. Etsi, δen borume na ftiaksume tsai.

These are not the only functiοns of so. As noted above so may assume functions οf forward or backward inferencing in dialοgue (see examples 77-80 and discussion, above). Greek ersi cannot do so in either cειse. For backward dialogical
inferencing Greek has ΙDM oste. The case of forward dialogical inferencing will
be examined later on.
Fοr the moment, we might bear in mind that so in compοsition (so as, and indirectly so that) serves as a telic connective. Here it parallels again osfe introducing
subjunctive (osfe na). obviously the resultative lοcution so that is derivative oγer
the sentential function so x that, which is a degenerated deictic/anaphoric function. There is an intermediate step between them, namely anaphoric so that, a
step from lexical conceptual meaning to lexical procedural meaning:
85E. Put the instructions down so that everyone can understand them.
85G. Grapse tis oδijies etsi oste ο kaθenas na tis katalaveni.

Αs a matter of fact, this is a hybrid case, betιveen conceptual and procedural
function. Ιnterestingly, Greek here combines deictic efsi with telic/resultative
oste (+ subjunctive). All these instances appertain to the non-modal domain.
Nevertheless, bοth so and ersi enter the modal dοmain, aS example (84) above
suggests. So, however appears to have a ιvider modal range than ersi. Let us return to dialogical forward inferential cases (see examples 77-80). Ηere so appears to alternate ιvith non-commitδl then, Fοr the Ιatter function Greek has tote
(see above). The Greek equivalent of so in the afοrementioned pοsition is Ιipon,
which strongly prefers second (at least after the head of first XP) or final position:
29,Fot an overyieιv οf the muΙtifarious functions of

,so,

see Frωer 1999b,
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77' G. A: Αpofasisame na metakomisume Sto LΑ.
B: PuΙate to spiti sas Ιφon.
78'G. Α: To mats θa ine poli diskolο.
B: Proponisu lφon sklira.
Efsi cannot possibly find a place in the above replies.
Lipon may also alternate with e/si, osre and tote and even combine with them,
with nο change in meaning, in replies like (79G-B), (80B) and (8lG-B). The possible options iιre as follows:
79Βa. Tote Ιipon ola teliοsan metaksi mas.
79Βb. oste Ιipon ola teliosan metaksi mas.
79Bc. Ola teliοsan metaksi mas Ιipon.
80Ba. Tote Ιipon paretume.
8ΟBb. Paretume Ιipon.
81Ba. oste lipontin eδerne!

81Bb. Tin eδerne Ιiponl.
84Ba. Etsi Ιipon, den bοrume na ftiaksume tsai.
84Bb. Δen borume na ftiaksume tsaΙ Ιipon

There is no difference in meaning between the (8ΟB), or the (81B), οr the
(84B) options. Αs fοr (79Β), v/ere both tote and osre are possible, (79Bc) may be
inteφreted either W&y, i.e. as intrοducing a forward or a backward inference.
As a matter οf fact, Ιipon may also take the place of every inferential DM in
monological discourse. Ιts versatility in the domain parallels the behaviοur of so.
Nevertheless, the origin of Ιipon lies on the other side of the pre-modal _ modal _
meta-mοdal cline. Where so, aS well as ersi, have a pre-modal origin, the use of
Ιipon spreads to the modal dοmain from the meta_modal side.
Basically, Ιipon is a marker οf the sequencing of discourse. This upper level integrative function is achieved through a marking operatiοn of a previous utterance element as a theme (topic) οf the following utterance3ο. This is a very general coherence function. Ιn this respect, the examples below are telling:

86.once upon a time there

v/ειs a bad wolf. The

wolf Ιipon v/as very lonely. One

day Ιipon he decided...
3Ο.

Notice alsο that Ιipon may combine not only with every inferential DM (osre Ιipon,
etsi Ιipon, sinepos Ιipon, etc.) but also vrith causals (epidi Ιipon, afu Ιipon) with nο
change οf meaning, beyond fixation of thematic perspective. Ιt cannot do so οnly with

jati, for a good reason: jati is confined to non-thematic positiοns (see Kalokerinos

zoM).Ιn

the light of above remarks, Breιvster's (1'992) attempt to draw a strict parallelism betrveen so and lipon appears tο miss the point.

,
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87. Ι saw Κostas. He told me Ιipon that his sister got maΙTied.

Ιn the same vein, Ιipon may serve as a tοpic-change operator and as a weapοn for
a candidate speaker to take the floor:

88.4: Blah, blah, blah,...
Β: Lipon, ...
English Seems not to dispose of such a functor of discοurse Sequencing and alternation. Τhe overall picture fοr Greek presents one discourse-communication
filler (Ιipon) and a deictic particle (erΦ tο converge, combine and overlap inside
the modal domain. Though each of them has a naΙTov/er range than so, they together cover an even ιvider range of functiοn, from conceptual word tο procedural communicatiοn operator.
The situation may be paπially schematized in the following table 10.

Discourse

Sen f ence
PRoCΕ'DURAL
NON- MODAL

CONCEPTUAL
NON- MODAL
TΕLIC
ANAPHORA

RΕSULT &

ANAPHORA
ENGLΙsΙ{

so

so that

so a.slthat

GREEK

etsi

etsi oste

(etsi) oste na

DE'IxΙS/

TΕ'LΙc

MODAL

MΕTAMODAL

ΙNFERElνTΙΑι

DΙscot/RsE
SEQUENCE

so

so

etsi,

oste,

lipon

lipon

lipon

Table 10
4.4. DMs οf resuΙt

The above conceptualization of the uses of so in discourse together with Blakemore'S (19s8) remarks also alluded to abοve, leave no Space for a "resultatiYe''
function beyond the non-mοdal (sentential) domain. Ιt appears that so acquires
its prοcedural inferential meaning in its way out of the deictic/anaphorical domain of the sentence, in the way of becoming a discourse marker. The same line
of thought applies to Greek ersi which, ειs we saw, covers a part of the functionaΙ
domain οf so (and as a matter of fact, the relevant one, from sentence to discοurse). But then what is left in the domain of result?
The obvious candidates remaining are that's why, Greek j'afto, as a resιlΙt,
Greek os apoteΙesma' and as a consequence, Greek os sinepia.
We should notice the transparent character of these locutions: clearly they carry a conceptual meaning, presumably together with their alleged procedural one.
English that's why and Greek j'afto are self contained anaphorical expressions
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with transparent composition. Αs a result/os apoteΙesma and as a consequence
/os sinepia are no less transparent. lndeed, they are elliptical expressions. They
stand for and are equivalents to as aresult of..., as aconsequence of... (Greek
equiγalents complemented with NP genitive). Notice that no other candidate to
the

DM status has such characteristics: because is not interchangeable in the same

positions with because of ... Moreoveη it seems that once similar lοcutions get
grammaticalized they slip into the inferential domain. This is what happens in
Greek rvith os sinepia("as a consequence", an expression of result) vs. sinepos
(" consequentΙt'', an inferential DM)31 :
89. John loves her. { So/As a resuΙt| he came back.
90. John came back. ΙSo/#As a resuΙt| he loves her.

91. Ι'm your king. {So/*As a resuΙt| gο and get Ηοly Grail!

92Ε.The cost of maintenance is very high. |As consequence/ConsequentΙy|

a

qzc.To kostos sintirisis ine ipsilo. {os sinepia/Sinepos} meγalo meros

tu

significant part of the budget goes to it.

proipοloγismu pai eki.

93E. The cost of maintenance is very high. |ConsequentΙy/?As a consequence|
we will apply for supplementary fοunds.
93G. To kostos sintirisis ine ipsilo. {Sinepos/?os sinepia| Θa anazitisume
prosθeti xrimatoδοtisi.
94E. The cοst οf maintenance is very high. |ConsequentΙy/ ?As a consequence|
go and raise founds.
94G. To kostos sintirisis ine ipsilo . lSinepos / ?Os sinepial pijene ke vres porus.

Ιt appears that os sinepia, contrary to the adverbial sinepos, cannot go beyond
its litteral compositional meaning to assume a function that is beyond mere
propositional content relations. Αs a matter of fact, markers of result seem to
stick to the sentential level. So, they do not seem to be able to get into the domain of discοurse modaΙity, which is the domain of discourse markers.
But why this should be so? A possible functional answer to that question is that
markers of result tend not to exist because they need not exist. Their wοrk ιvould
be to lexiealize a coherence relation that is the most basic of all: in terms of Sanders et al. (1992) it is causal, "semantic" (that is, non-modal) has "basic order"
and is "positive". This shοuld be the default textual relation. Αs such it doesn't
need lexical suppοrt for processing. Ζero can do, and this should be the most ecοnomical sοlution. The appearance of any bearer of procedural meaning instead,
should be taken aS an indication to gο beyond the basic level relation, and so to
enrich discourse with modal meaning.
31.

An additional indicatiοn of the grammaticalizatiοn of this adverbial is that the -os
adverbializing moφheme is no longer productive in Modern Greek.
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Α corollary of this study is that we shoud not Speak of discourse markers ειs
about mοΓphological or syntactic formatiοns. There are no DMs moφhemes or
expressions but merely DM functions.
5. Sοme conclusiγe remarks
Ιn this study, we have set out a definition οf DMs as linguistic expressions, which
Serve the integration of meaning units (MU1) tο upper level meaning units
(MU2). Typically, DMs integrate two MU1 intο one MU2. MU1 are illocutions,
at least "embryonic" utterances. Prior to the process οf integration, MU1 must be
endowed vrith a discourse modaΙity independentΙy of the other MUl. Ιf this is nοt
the case then integration takes place at the sentential level, which precedes the
level of discourse. During the process of integration in discourse, the modality of
one or of both MU1 may get specified. This part of the integrative process ν/e
have named "inteφretation by integration''.
In our study of the broad category of implicative DMs, lve did not take ιιs a
theoretical basis for meaning unification the notion of cause. This notion dοes nοt
pertain to discourse units; it is a non-modal nοtion. Moreover, the prοductiοn
and inteφretation of discourse cannot receive a Ιinguistic explanation in terms οf
cause. The notion pertaining to discourse is the one of justification, which ls

modal, i.e. it characterizes the speaker's dοing as a speaker.
From that perspective, we have confined markers οf result to the pre-modal
domain. We have also looked into the reasons why expressions of puφose are
mostΙy confined to the sentential (pre-mοdal) level and put to light cross-linguistic variation: Greek though nοt English has one telic DM, spreading from the the
proto-etiological domain lexicalized by preposition ja. Αs a resuΙt of our study, it
appears that "causaΙs" and "inferentials'' constitute the two strong poles of the
implicative DM domain.
Ιnside the modal domain though, these two classes appear as discourse - syntactic
variations of the siιme relation, which they serve by the different means, namely hypotaxis and parataxis, resμctively. The basic scheme of their function is as follovrs:
{TS, causDM-SS

}

<SS, infDM-TS>

Both schemes are instantiatiοns of the justification relation:
JUST (SS, TS)
Nevertheless, the tγro instantiations οf the same relatiοn focus on different

parts of that relation, namely arguments and concΙιlsions, and thus give rise to different, and indeed complementary, perspectives fοr the unfοlding οf discourse.
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These interact with ordering possibilities which are related to functional (topic focus) perspective.
Α more comprehensive account of the semantics οf these "conventional implicature" particles should take into accοunt all these factors. That is to say, it should
uncover the instructions they carry for discοurse modality constitution and integration, argumentation structure, and functional perspective. These aspects of
discοurse are not "encapsulated'' but influence one another. Nevertheless, such a
study is beyond the puφose of the present inquiry.
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